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Bringing a lot of people into the space of crypto and P2E for it is going to
be the future. We are bringing in the following platforms for the world.
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DELFINO FINANCE
Welcome To Our DELFINO FINANCE
• Do not use this information as an investment guide. This
is just to clarify the concept of our project. The white
paper contains a complete summary of the project. We
do not force anyone to invest with us. We just ask how
great our project is. Our team is working on the latest
concepts of cryptocurrencies to take the project to new
heights. For more information, please visit the official
website.
• Many of us are blindly investing in cryptography.
However, it is essential to know the coin you want to invest
in.
This will help you earn more income. Or you could lose all
your money. Therefore, you should consult a professional
advisor before making an investment decision. Experts
will help make a profit by pointing in the right direction.
We will also teach investment strategies for further
growth.
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OVERVIEW
Delfino finance is one of the most transformative technologies since
the invention of the internet. Delfino finance stands firmly in support of
financial freedom and the permission less and decentralized network.
Delfino finance platform helps investors to make easy to purchase

and sell their token, a blockchain ecosystem to create robust, secure,
scalable and adopted payment system globally.
Delfino finance is a decentralized project built on binance smart chain.
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MISSION
WEBSITE LAUNCH:			
we have launched a website.
(https://www.delfinofinance.com)
We are creating a website full of information about the
project. Our team comes up with new projects to take
cryptography into a new era. And the most important
thing we want to share is “Cryptocurrency is the
future”. Therefore, anyone who thinks cryptocurrency
will soon be banned. It’s all a myth. In comparison, it is
a digital futuristic currency used for trading, shopping,
and other activities.
As you may have heard about the banking system,
companies are also involved in blockchain technology.
Soon they started trading crypto. Just like releasing an
official token to assist traders. We believe our tokens
have raised a lot of hype on Bitcoin, Ethereum, and
other popular coins.
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AUDIT

The Delfino Finance team has taken several steps to ensure optimal security.
There’s a 6-month lock on the liquidity pool, so holders can rest assured they can trade.
pinklock a cross-chain decentralized token and liquidity provider locker for Ethereum
and BSC, is here to help as a middleman.
Delfino Finance contract is being audited and certified by SOLDIPROOF, a leading
blockchain security firm. A Solidproof certification is considered the good standard of
contract security.
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LAUNCH ON PANCAKESWAP
The largest decentralized exchange based on the Binance Smart Chain is
named PancakeSwap. This is agreat addition to the decentralized finance
called Defi. The exchange has been getting popular since 2020. This
decentralized exchange is based on Binance Smart Chainprotocols. However, this is
also known as the biggest AMM on the BSC network. This is a popular DEX that allows
token exchanges, yield farming, and staking.
Description

2019

27%

67%

2.541.658

8.541.658

Contribution

2020

Contribution
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PROMOTION STRATEGY
New cryptocurrencies have been popping frequently to
get the advantage of the hype. It’s revolving around the
well-known crypto coins- Bitcoin, Memecoin. This will spike
cryptocurrencies to new heights.
Besides, it brings the trust factor to the marketing club.
Many companies are using social media influencers to
promote their crypto coins. Similarly, we are approaching
crypto influencers on platforms to endorse our coin.
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TOKEN INFORMATION
Token Name : DELFINO FINANCE
Contract address:
0xf595b2400cb13A140Fb162b226e4Be3A1bfC3606
Symbol : DLF
Decimals : 9
Network : BNB Smart Chain ( BSC )
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TOKENOMICS
Total Supply- 100K
Manual Burn Events - 20% of Total Supply
50% PCS Launch
20% Events & Burning
10% Dev Wallet
10% CEX Listing
5% Marketing
5% Team
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ROADMAP
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Reach Us At

Contact Info
support@delfinofinance.com
admin@delfinofinance.com
info@delfinofinance.com

